
SERVICES

HEALTY HAIR CARE CONSULTATION
$15      20 minutes
Consult with our licensed cosmetology experts. Stop using the internet as your hair guide. 
(Don’t let the internet experts fool you with all the smoke) Our experienced, certified, stylist 
are trained to listen and discuss your particular healthy hair care journey.  While giving 
you one on one time you will be encouraged to take you time, consult, and express you 
expectations.  All consultations are complimentary with any service.  Consultations are 
required before scheduling any first time service.

MICROSCOPIC SCALP ANALYSIS                                        $50          30 minutes
Most hair problems start at the root of the hair in and around the bulb, where 
the root grows and reproduces.  Our Scalp Analysis preforms a microscopic 
investigation of potential or current problems with your hairs health.

WASH & GO                                                                         $40           45 minutes
Wash & Go services provide a cleansing, a conditioning based on your unique hair type 
and texture.

HAIR STRAIGHTENING/TEXTURIZING Discover new possibilities while 
gently reshaping your texture.  These services include and neutralizing and 
clarifying cleanser along with a reconstructive conditioner based on your hair 
type and texture. 

Relaxer/Texturizer                                                                              $75         120 minutes
Sensitive Relaxer                                                                                 $85         135 minutes 
Virgin Relaxer                                                                                      $110       150 minutes
Edge Up                                                                                                $25         15 minutes   
Relaxer After Braids                                                                           $90         135 minutes

Keratin Treatment                                                                              $250       170 minutes 
Keratin is a revolutionary process that softens, shines, straightens and leaves 
hair healthier than any other treatment. It penetrates the hair repairing internal 
damage and coats the hair preventing further damage. The results are smooth, 
silky and straight hair. (it will alter curl patterns)  



STRAGHT STYLES
Our straight services include a shampoo and a conditioner based on your 
unique hair type and texture, a 20-minute professional hair treatment, and the 
style of your choice below. Changes once the appointment is made will impact 
your checkout price and your service duration. Estimated time does not 
include additional drying time required to set certain styles.

This is one of our most popular services; providing a clarifying or sulfate-free cleanser 
along with a conditioner based on your unique hair type and texture, a 20-minute 
professional hair steam treatment that infuses hydration into your hair and helps prevent 
future breakage and split ends. Steam treatment is followed by a blowout and/or silk press. 
Due to the extended time to style and steam longer or more dense hair, we've added a 
small additional fee. When scheduling please select the appropriate time as it helps with 
schedule management. 

Call for pricing.

CURLY STYLES
Curl Forming Styles services include a shampoo and a conditioner based on your unique 
hair type and texture, a 20-minute professional hair steam treatment, and a style of your 
choice below. Changes once the appointment is made will impact your checkout price and 
your service duration. Estimated time does not include additional drying time required to 
set certain styles.

Roller Set
Roller Set (bra-strap length)
Roller Set (Waist length)
Blowout/Silk Press
Blowout/Silk Press (bra-strap length)
Blowout/Silk Press (waist length)
Curl Former Set
= Consultation Required

Bantu or Brandy Knot Set (in medium sections) 
$90
120 minutes

Bantu or Brandy Knot Set (in small sections)
$105
135 minutes

Finger or Comb Coils (in medium sections)                                           $65            90 
minutes
Rod Sets (large)                                                                                          $90            125 
minutes
Rod Set (medium)                                                                                      $105          140 
minutes



Rod (small)                                                                                                  $120          160 
minutes
Twist In (Large)                                                                                           $65             90 
minutes
Twist In (medium)                                                                                      $85            120 
minutes
Twist In (small)                                                                                           $105          150 
minutes
Twist In /Let Out (large)                                                                            $80            120 
minutes
Twist In/Let Out (medium)                                                                       $100         150 
minutes
Twist In /Let Out (small)                                                                           $120          180 
minutes
Permanent Wave                                                                                       $125          180 
minutes

CUSTOM UP-DO                                                                               $130+      150 
minutes
Looking for that timeless wedding look or something for that special event. 
Maybe you just want a unique, up-do. This all-inclusive up-do service that 
includes cleansing, a conditioning based on your unique hair type and texture, 
a professional hair steam treatment, and an up-do style of your choice. Because 
of the unique styles available, we recommend that you provide your stylist with 
an image of a style that inspires you. Changes once the appointment is made 
may impact your checkout price and your service duration. Estimated time 
does not include additional drying time required to set certain styles.

COLOR
Reveal your personality and character through the art of color. Let us Highlight a different 
side of you.

Root Touch Up                                                                                         $45       45 minutes
This color service is for up to two inches of either coloring roots of virgin and 
colored or covering up grey hair.

Highlights                                                                                                   
Our all-inclusive highlight service. Placement of highlights can be determined 
through consultation. Highlights add subtle to bold effects to your natural hair 
color.
Partial Highlights                                                                                      $145       150 
minutes
Full Highlights                                                                                           $165       180 
minutes 

Single Color



This color service that provides one shade of color all over. We use 
conditioning lifting methods for vibrant safe tones. Select the Single with 
Partial or Full Highlights for a major color transformation.
Single Color                                                                                            $145          140 
minutes
Single Color & Partial Highlights                                                         $175          170 
minutes
Single Color & Full Highlights                                                              $200          200 
minutes

Double Process
This color service is used when lightening hair by more than two shades. First the hair is 
bleached to remove natural or colored hair pigments, and then pigment is added into the 
hair to create the desired shade. This service includes color safe hair cleansing, double 
processing and styling. Highlights optional.

Double Process Color (Bleach & Tone)                                            $195         190 
minutes
Double Process Color & Partial Highlights                                       $245         210 
minutes
Double Process Color & Full Highlights                                            $265         230 
minutes

GLOSS
This glossing service offers a sheer color on top of your hair or previous hair color, which 
has superior light reflection, making your hair luminous in every kind of light. The gloss 
protects the cuticles so they maintain their clarity. This allows light to pass through, 
illuminating natural highs and lows from within and giving you endless shine.
Cellophane                                                                                             $50          45 minutes 

CORRECTIVE COLOR                                                                            $300         2 Visit 
Process
Corrective hair color is a color process that must be performed by a 
professional hair colorist to correct any and all damage or an unwanted result 
caused by a color service gone wrong. We start with an evaluation of your hair’s 
porosity, curl pattern and texture. Then we work with you to identify the best 
corrective plan to your desired finished look. We use the very best Professional 
hair colors to get you to your desired look in the healthiest way.

DESGIN LINES
Our stylists have mastered the art of cutting to create a perfect look for you.  We 
have mastered a method for cutting curly hair whereas most traditional hair 
cutting techniques were created for straight hair. We customize your cut to 
work with your unique curl pattern and texture.

Basic Trim (1inch)                                                                             $40      25 minutes
Artistry Cut                                                                                         $55      45 minutes



Tapered Back                                                                                     $10      10 minutes

HAIR SPA
Hydrate and restore your hairs natural balance with one of our hair spa 
treatments.

Luxury Hair Masque                                                                       $20       20 minutes
Damage Control                                                                              $20       20 minutes
Dandruff Treatment                                                                       $20       20 minutes
Steam Therapy                                                                                $15       20 minutes
Protein Pack                                                                                    $20        20 minutes
Moisturizer Pack                                                                            $20        20 minutes
Mini Keratin                                                                                    $50        30 minutes

HAIR EXTENSIONS 
Our straight services include a shampoo and a conditioner based on your 
unique hair type and texture, a 20-minute professional hair treatment, and the 
style of your choice below. Changes once the appointment is made will impact 
your checkout price and your service duration. Estimated time does not 
include additional drying time required to set certain styles.

Sew-In                                                                                               $255    200 minutes
Net                                                                                                     $25      15 minutes
Closure                                                                                              $50      25 minutes
Breaded Single Rows                                                                      $30      150 minutes    
Beaded Single Row                                                                         $50     150 minutes
Strand By Strand                                                                             Consultation Needed
Tape Method                                                                                   Consultation Needed
Quick Weave                                                                                   $150    120 minutes
Style Cut                                                                                           $50      30 minutes
Take Down                                                                                       $60      45minutes
The proper removal of wafted extensions, braid removal, debris removal, one 
clarifying shampoo, one dry itchy shampoo, and one moisture balance 
shampoo with a conditioner that is custom to your hair needs.   
Take Down after 10 week                                                             $85      60 minutes
Take Down, Shampoo, Style, Trim                                              $120    120 minutes

EXTENSION MAINTENANCE 
Style                                                                                                 $65        150 minutes
Style (bra strap)                                                                             $75        160 minutes
Style (waist length)                                                                       $85        170 minutes
Rolle Set                                                                                          $60        160 minutes
Roller Set (bra strap)                                                                     $70        170 minutes
Roller Set (waist length)                                                               $80        180 minutes
Wand  (large wave)                                                                       $85        160 minutes
Wand (medium curl)                                                                  $95        180 minutes                                                                          
Wand (small curl)                                                                       $100      200 minutes



Wand (extra small curl)                                                             $110      220 minutes

Custom Lace Frontal Install
This includes a lace frontal sew-in and 13x4 inch lace frontal ONLY with 
customized hairline for a more natural look. Adhesive will be used but is safe. 
PLEASE NOTE: this style is very high maintenance and lasting results will vary 
depending on your body chemistry. Please book at least 48 hours in advance so 
your frontal can be prepped. (Price is $500)

SERVICES 

The Beauty Company Hair Enhancements are among the most unique 
alternative hair solutions that have ever been created.

The result is a fashionable and natural alternative. We have the answer for 
women who are concerned about their hair and looking for a great look.
The following are the primary reasons for hair loss in women:

Alopecia Areata, Alopecia Universalls, Alopecia Totalis, Chemotherapy Hair 
Loss, Fine|Limp|Thinning Hair, Female Pattern Baldness, Hormonal Hair Loss, 
Menopausal Hair Loss, Perm Damage Hair Loss, Radiation Hair Loss, 
Trichotillomania Hair Loss, Traction Hair Loss

SALON POLICIES

SERVICE DEPOSIT: Any service scheduled over $200 requires a $100 deposit.

RESCHEDULE POLICY:  Appointment times are reserved especially for you. We 
at The Beauty Company wants your experience with us to the relaxed, 
pampering time you deserve.  With that being said we ask you arrive on time 
and call should you be running late. If our daily agenda is rigid, we reserve the 
right to re-schedule should you be 15-minutes late.

CANCELLATION POLICY:  Please keep in mind No Shows or Last Minute 
cancellations leaves our professionals with empty appointment times that 
could have been utilized by another client. For this reason, we require a 48 hour 
advanced cancellation notice on all scheduled salon appointments. Less than 
24 hours cancellation will be a 50% charge.

CONSIDERATIONS:  At The Beauty Company tipping is not required, but 
greatly appreciated.   Prices are subject to change.  The Beauty Company is not 
responsible for lost or stolen articles. Please keep your valuable items at home 
or with you at all times. 



CHILDREN / SAFTEY:  For the safety of our clients, when bringing young 
children into the salon, please provide supervision in the form of an adult who 
can remain with them in the reception area.

SERVICE GUARANTEE:  We offer a 100% guarantee on all services within 2 days 
of your appointment, only with use of recommended at-home care products.  
Corrective color usually requires more than one service to achieve desired 
results. Because of the nature of home coloring products, we cannot guarantee 
color services if the client has previously had color done outside of our salon. 

Ask your hair stylist about the Referral Program. 

 We are positive that you will enjoy your experience at The Beauty Company 
and we want you to share your experience with your friends and family. For 
this reason, we are delighted to offer referral incentives to our valued clients.


